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1.Only pack wrinkle free fabrics. These are easy to find
nowadays, plus they take less luggage room.

2. Pack one each: jeans, dress shoes or sandals, sweater,
pajama top and bottoms. You will wear a pair of jeans, a
sweater over a lighter top, and a pair of athletic
shoes/sandals (see How to Avoid Travel Trauma).

3. Pack enough underwear and socks for five days. Ladies
wear one bra and pack one. If you’re going to a warm place,
take two or three bathing suits, one sundress, one pair of
sunglasses and one pair of flip-flops.

4. One medium size pouch (one that flattens – not a bulky
box) for makeup/shaving items.
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5. One large plastic zip-lock with small containers for your
liquids. Remember you have a 100 ml/3.4 oz max of liquid
per container.

6. If possible wear your hair in a style that doesn't require
the use of hair dryers and irons.

7. If you're like me, you want to make sure you have a good
sleep. I pack a memory foam travel pillow and a small
folded memory foam mat. They are easy to squish down into
the carry-on. 

8. One small backpack or small purse for use at your
destination.

9. Don't forget your prescriptions!
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                           Items for your personal bag.
                    (Never let this bag out of your sight!)

1. Your passport - store in a convenient but safe place.

2. PRINT your itinerary and boarding pass. 

3. Sundry items: gum, chapstick, reading glasses, eReader,
earplugs and eye mask, snacks (NOT fresh fruit/vegetables
or drinks), wet wipes, travel toothbrush.

4. Laptop/cellphone & charger/earbuds.

5. Cash & credit cards. 
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1. Roll your clothing items rather than folding. You'll get
more in this way

2. Bought too much and can't fit it all in for your trip home?
Consider donating your old clothes to the local thrift store
or clothing bin.

                                       Happy travels! 
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Bonus Tips:


